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Abstract

We report on the local structure of the Martian subsolar Magnetic Pileup Boundary (MPB) from minimum variance analysis of

the magnetic field measured by the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft for six orbits. In particular,

we detect a well defined current layer within the MPB’s fine structure and provide a local estimate of its current density which

results in a sunward Lorentz force. This force accounts for the deflection of the solar wind ions and the acceleration of electrons

which carry the interplanetary magnetic field through the MPB into the Magnetic Pileup Region. We find that the thickness of

the MPB current layer is of the order of both the upstream (magnetosheath) solar wind proton inertial length and convective

gyroradius. This study provides a high resolution view of one of the components of the current system around Mars reported

in recent works.
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Key Points:14

• We analyse the fine structure of the current layer at the Martian Magnetic Pileup15

Boundary (MPB) in the subsolar sector.16

• MPB thickness is of the order of the solar wind proton inertial length or convec-17
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• The work done by the Lorentz Force suggests that solar wind ions can be stopped19

by magnetic pressure at the MPB.20
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Abstract21

We report on the local structure of the Martian subsolar Magnetic Pileup Boundary (MPB)22

from minimum variance analysis of the magnetic field measured by the Mars Atmosphere23

and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft for six orbits. In particular, we detect a well24

defined current layer within the MPB’s fine structure and provide a local estimate of its25

current density which results in a sunward Lorentz force. This force accounts for the de-26

flection of the solar wind ions and the acceleration of electrons which carry the interplan-27

etary magnetic field through the MPB into the Magnetic Pileup Region. We find that28

the thickness of the MPB current layer is of the order of both the upstream (magnetosheath)29

solar wind proton inertial length and convective gyroradius. This study provides a high30

resolution view of one of the components of the current system around Mars reported31

in recent works.32

Plain Language Summary33

We investigate the fine structure of the current layer associated with the outer bound-34

ary of the Martian induced magnetosphere in the subsolar sector from selected MAVEN35

magnetic field and solar wind plasma observations. We measure the variance of the mag-36

netic field across the boundary to detect the current layer and measure the strength of37

the current that circulates there. The current density we obtain is such that its derived38

Lorentz force is strong enough to stop the solar wind ions at the outer boundary of Mars39

magnetosphere. On the other hand, this force would push the solar wind electrons and40

the interplanetary magnetic field frozen into the electron plasma into the induced mag-41

netosphere. We also find that the thickness of this current layer in terms of typical lengths42

of the solar wind ion plasma is similar to the thickness of the terrestrial magnetopause.43

1 Introduction44

Mars (1RM = 3390 km) has either no or negligible present global magnetic field45

(|M | < 2× 1021G · cm 3) (Acuña et al., 1998). This makes the solar wind interact di-46

rectly with its ionosphere and the charged particles from its exosphere. The Martian at-47

mosphere is mostly composed of carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), argon48

(Ar) and molecular nitrogen (N2). In smaller quantities are found molecular and atomic49

oxygen (O2 and O), nitrogen monoxide (NO), atomic nitrogen (N) and helium (He). The50

relative proportions of the species that populate the atmosphere vary with altitude. In51

particular, in the high atmosphere (altitudes greater than 200 km), which is the region52

of interest for this work, the dominant species are atomic oxygen, molecular oxygen and53

hydrogen (Anderson Jr. & Hord, 1971; Anderson Jr., 1974; Mahaffy et al., 2015).54

The interaction of the solar wind with Mars’ atmosphere produces the so-called in-55

duced magnetosphere, a region where the solar wind flow and field are disturbed by the56

presence of the planet. With an areocentric distance of approximately 2 RM for the bow57

shock (BS) and 1.3 RM for the MPB (between 800 and 1000 km), the magnetosphere58

of Mars is one of the smallest of the solar system (Moses et al., 1988). However, it is in59

this small portion of space that most of the solar wind’s energy and momentum are trans-60

ferred to the planetary plasma. Recent estimates of atmospheric escape on Mars (Jakosky61

et al., 2015) suggest that the interaction with the solar wind has played a significant role62

in the removal of water from Mars for billions of years. In this context, the study of these63

electric fields is essential to understanding the processes of energy and momentum trans-64

fer from the solar wind to the plasma of planetary origin that lead to atmospheric es-65

cape.66

The supermagnetosonic nature of the solar wind needs a bow shock to form ahead67

of the obstacle to avoid it. Downstream from the BS, the solar wind plasma is mostly68

subsonic and significantly hotter. Also in this region -named magnetosheath- the mag-69
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netic field is highly variable due to the presence of turbulence (Ruhunusiri et al., 2017)70

and waves generated from electron and ion instabilities taking place both upstream and71

locally. In the lower part of the magnetosheath, the solar plasma slows down further as72

it increasingly incorporates cold protons and heavier ions from Mars’ exosphere. These73

particles, being relatively slow, heavy and numerous compared to the solar wind, decrease74

the average speed of the solar wind (Szego et al., 2000) in areas where the influence of75

crustal magnetic fields is negligible (J. E. P. Connerney et al., 2001). This deceleration76

precedes a change in the composition of the plasma, from solar wind ions to heavy ions77

of planetary origin, at the Ion Composition Boundary (ICB), which on the dayside is al-78

most coincident with the MPB. (Breus et al., 1991; Sauer et al., 1994; Matsunaga et al.,79

2017; Halekas et al., 2018; Holmberg et al., 2019)80

In areas where crustal magnetic field can be ignored, the mass-loading causes the81

frozen in interplanetary magnetic field to increase in the subsolar region and to drape82

around the planet. On the dayside, the increase in the magnetic field strength has been83

found to be a permanent feature although single spacecraft magnetic field time series sug-84

gest a variety of values for this gradient. Following the nomenclature of a similar struc-85

ture at active comets (Neubauer, 1987) the layer where the magnetic field strength gra-86

dient occurs received the name Magnetic Pileup Boundary (Acuña et al., 1998). Pre MAVEN87

measurements (Dubinin et al., 2008; Bertucci et al., 2011) have shown that the MPB is88

located between the region dominated by the solar plasma -the magnetosheath- from that89

governed by the plasma of planetary origin -the Magnetic Pileup Region (MPR), also90

called Induced Magnetosphere-, which is characterized by a strong and organized mag-91

netic field of solar origin as a result of pileup and draping (Bertucci et al., 2003). Once92

again these features apply for regions where crustal fields are not important. The MPR93

lies above the ionospheric boundary, sometimes called ionopause, its lower limit. Below94

the ionopause, the frequency of collisions between particles increases above the typical95

frequencies of a plasma, allowing the diffusion of the magnetic field.96

In addition to the former, other features allow the detection of the MPB at Mars97

and other atmospheric bodies (Bertucci et al., 2011): a marked increase in the magni-98

tude of the magnetic field (by a factor of 2 or 3) followed by a decrease in the magnetic99

field fluctuations, a decrease in the temperature, velocity and density of the solar wind100

ions and suprathermal electrons and an increase in the total plasma density as an increase101

in the number of charged particles of planetary origin. These features have allowed for102

statistical studies on its average location and shape (Vignes et al., 2000; Trotignon et103

al., 2006; Edberg et al., 2008). So far the fine structure of the MPB has been studied from104

single spacecraft observations (Bertucci et al., 2005) or multifluid simulations of high spa-105

tial resolution (Harnett & Winglee, 2007). Bertucci et al. (2005) applied minimum vari-106

ance analysis (MVA) (Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998) to MGS magnetometer observations107

near the terminator and found that inside the MPB there is a layer of typically 100 km108

where the magnetic field vector rotates on a plane that is nearly perpendicular to the109

boundary normal obtained from the MPB static fit. The surface and volume current den-110

sities were 6.5 ×106 nA/m and 81 nA/m2 respectively, comparable to values obtained111

from multi fluid simulations. Unfortunately, this work was limited to high solar zenith112

angles or SZA (i.e., larger than 30o) because of the geometry of MGS pre-mapping or-113

bits. But also, the lack of ion measurements precluded any local estimate of relevant plasma114

length scales necessary to assess the origin of the detected currents.115

In previous studies it has been shown that in the different regions of the Martian116

magnetosphere different terms of the electric field prevail (Dubinin et al., 2011). With117

the arrival of the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) mission, reliable,118

high resolution particle and magnetic field measurements have become available for a119

deeper analysis of the macroscopic current systems within Mars’ magnetosphere. Halekas120

et al. (2017) obtained averaged values of the current density and the derived Lorentz force121
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(J×B) around the MPB by estimating the curl of the magnetic field accumulated in122

static bins with a resolution of 500 km in the x-y plane and 2000 km in z.123

More recently Ramstad et al. (2020) have reported on a global, coupled current sys-124

tem at Mars by computing J = 1
µ0

(∇ × B) as center-point differences for every loca-125

tion of two 3D magnetic field map. This map was obtained averaging the magnetic field126

obtained over 9814 orbits with a grid spacing of 0.1 RM or 0.2 RM depending on the al-127

titude.128

As we have access to high resolution data we can determine more precisely where129

the current sheet is located inside the MPB and obtain its thickness in order to under-130

stand where this current is originated.131

In the absence of collisions, local particle acceleration is produced by electric fields.132

Within the framework of a multifluid plasma, the equation of motion for each species133

s is134

msns
dvs
dt

= qsns(E + vs ×B)−∇ ·P (1)

where ms, qs are the individual mass and electric charge of particles of species s, ns and135

vs are the particle density and velocity of the fluid formed of s-particles and P is the136

pressure tensor. If we assume a plasma made of electrons and a single ion species, quasi-137

neutrality dictates that ne = ni = n and the current density is simply given by j =138

en(v − ve). If we further assume that the electron mass is negligibly small (me ≈ 0),139

the equation for electrons reduces to a force equilibrium given by140

E = −v×B +
1

en
(j×B−∇ ·Pe) (2)

This equation is also known as the generalized Ohm’s law.141

The bulk velocity of the plasma is v = vi, since momentum is fully carried by ions142

in this approximation. The equation of motion for the ions, after replacing Eqn 2 into143

Eqn 1 and using the identity j×B = 1
µ0

(B · ∇)B−∇ B2

2µ0
, reduces to144

min
dv

dt
=

1

µ0
(B · ∇)B−∇ B2

2µ0
−∇ · (Pe + Pi) (3)

where the first term on the RHS is the magnetic tension force, the second term is the145

magnetic pressure force and the last term is the total thermodynamic pressure. The mag-146

netic pressure is directly proportional to the square of the magnetic field and inversely147

proportional to the thickness of the MPB. In contrast, the term of the tension, while also148

directly proportional to the square of the magnetic field, is inversely proportional to the149

curvature radius of the magnetic field lines.150

In the present work we analyse MAVEN data to identify and characterize the lo-151

cal structure of the Martian subsolar MPB. Then we apply MVA to MAVEN magnetic152

field measurements to estimate the local current density flowing along the MPB and its153

associated Lorentz force in order to evaluate its importance in the plasma dynamics around154

the boundary. In section 2 we describe the data and methods used, the results are dis-155

played in section 3 and are discussed in section 4.156

2 Methods and Data157

We analysed six subsolar MPB crossings between October 2015 and November 2017158

from MAVEN data. The magnetic field data measured by the Magnetometer (MAG) (J. Con-159

nerney et al., 2015) has a 32Hz sampling rate. The solar wind electron data from the So-160
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lar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) (Mitchell et al., 2016) measures electrons in an en-161

ergy range between 3 eV and 4600 eV with a 2 s resolution. The Solar Wind Ion An-162

alyzer (SWIA) (Halekas et al., 2015) provided the solar wind proton data in an energy163

range between 25 eV and 25 keV with a 4 s resolution.164

2.1 Methodology165

The Minimum Variance Analysis, or MVA for a single spacecraft (Sonnerup & Scheible,166

1998) is a technique widely used to find the normal vector for a one-dimensional discon-167

tinuity from magnetic field measurements obtained by the probe across the boundary168

(e.g. Knetter, Neubauer, Horbury, and Balogh (2004)). The main purpose of the MVA169

is to estimate the normal to a one-dimensional current sheet in a collisionless plasma.170

This is achieved by determining the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance ma-171

trix defined as MB
µν ≡ 〈BµBν〉−〈Bµ〉〈Bν〉 in terms of the magnetic field data and the172

coordinate system in which the data is presented, then find its three eigenvalues λi and173

their corresponding eigenvectors xi. The eigenvector corresponding to the smaller eigen-174

value (x3 and λ3), is the estimate for the direction of the normal vector to the current175

sheet and λ3 represents the variance of the magnetic field component in that direction.176

In general, for any set of vectors {B(m)} across a transition layer, the set of MB
µν eigen-177

vectors provides a convenient coordinate system to analyse the data. It must be noted178

that the variance matrix MB
µν is independent of the temporal order of the measured vec-179

tors.180

In the present work MVA is applied to the MAG data in the MPB in order to ob-181

tain an estimate of the normal vector to this boundary and therefore to the associated182

current sheet.183

Another estimate of the normal vector to the MPB can be obtained from the conic184

section fit representing its average position (e.g (Vignes et al., 2000)). The functional185

form of the fit is the following:186

r =
L

1 + ε cos(θ)
(4)

where r and θ are polar coordinates with origin at x0, ε is the eccentricity and L is the187

semi-latus rectum. From this fit it can be therefore obtained the normal vector to the188

surface n̂.189

In this first study we deliberately selected crossings that show an apparently sharp190

increase in the magnetic field amplitude, are located on the northern hemisphere and all191

have Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) < 30o. The crustal magnetic field according to the model192

by Cain, Ferguson, and Mozzoni (2003) does not exceed 10% of the total field in the anal-193

ysed crossings. These crossings occurred in the span of more than one Martian year and194

have varied solar wind conditions and heliocentric distance.195

2.2 MPB Identification in a Case Study196

Fig. 1 shows a time series of magnetic field and plasma data from MAVEN near197

the MPB for one of the orbits analysed in this work. All vector magnitudes are repre-198

sented in the Mars-centered Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinate system, in which the x̂ axis199

points from Mars towards the Sun, the ŷ axis points antiparallel to Mars’ orbital veloc-200

ity and ẑ completes the right-handed coordinate system.201

Between 17:40 and 18:40 UTC on March 16th, 2016 MAVEN headed from the undis-202

turbed solar wind to Mars, crossing the bow shock a few minutes after 17:50 UTC and203

the MPB near the subsolar point around 18:10 UTC. Then, MAVEN continued within204

the induced magnetosphere and ionosphere and at 18:30 UTC entered the region of the205

magnetic tail.206
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Figure 1. Time series of the magnetic field and plasma data from MAVEN for the March

16th 2016 crossing. From top to bottom: Magnetic field magnitude, Magnetic field components,

Relative variation of the magnetic field, Differential energy fluxes for solar wind electrons and

Solar wind proton density. The MPB is shaded in green.

207

208

209

210

For the identification of the MPB we rely on the criteria described by Bertucci et211

al. (2011): a sharp increase in the magnetic field strength by a factor of 2-3, a sharp de-212

crease in the magnetic field fluctuations, a sharp enhancement of the magnetic field drap-213

ing, a decrease in the temperature of electrons and a decrease in the solar wind proton214

density.215

In order to determine the MPB thickness, we selected four times which we called216

t1, t2, t3, t4 so that outside the interval between t1 and t4 MAVEN would be unambigu-217

ously outside the MPB while in the interval between t2 and t3 MAVEN would be inside218

the MPB. In this interval we observe the defining characteristics of this boundary. The219

times thus determined were t1 = 18:13:00 UTC, corresponding to an altitude of 734 km220
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and an SZA of 23o, t2 = 18:13:13 UTC with altitude 720 km and SZA 24o, t3 = 18:14:06221

UTC with altitude 663 km and SZA 26o and t4 = 18:14:51 UTC with altitude 615 km222

and SZA 29o.223

In this interval we observe the drastic changes in the plasma near the MPB: the224

magnetic field changes direction while its magnitude goes from 20 nT to 45 nT in less225

than 2 minutes. We also observe that the relative variations of B (both parallel and per-226

pendicular to the mean field) cease abruptly. This decrease is due to the diminishing am-227

plitude of the fluctuations as well as the increase in magnetic field magnitude. The dif-228

ferential energy fluxes decrease in a range from one to two orders of magnitude in the229

MPB depending on the electron energy, which is consistent with the electron impact ion-230

ization described by Crider et al. (2000). The solar wind proton density decreases from231

6 cm−3 down to the instrumental noise for protons with energies above 25 eV.232

3 Results233

Once the times t1, t2, t3 and t4 delimiting the MPB were identified we applied MVA234

in the interval 18:13:37 - 18:14:06 UTC (shown shaded in Fig. 2); the data consisted of235

922 high resolution measurements. We chose this interval in order to have the best MVA236

result within the MPB thus identified. Looking at the upper panel of the Fig. 2, where237

the magnetic field components are plotted, we can anticipate that the minimum variance238

direction will be approximately parallel to the x̂ axis. We also see that the field points239

mainly in the ŷ and ẑ directions, so we can anticipate that B in the MPR will be mostly240

tangential.241

The intermediate-to-minimum eigenvalue ratio for the analysed crossing is λ2/λ3 =247

9.48, which ensures that the minimum variance vector is well defined (Knetter et al., 2004).248

The normal obtained with this method is x3 = n̂MVA = (0.920,−0.302, 0.251)249

with angular error 0.65o, that is, differing by 23o from the x̂ axis. The mean magnetic250

field component along the normal is 〈Bn〉 = −2.06 ± 0.08 nT and the mean magnetic251

field magnitude is B0 = |〈B〉| = 34.79, the quotient between both being 〈Bn〉/B0 =252

0.06 which is consistent with our assumption that the magnetic field in the MPR would253

be nearly tangential. The angle between the mean magnetic field vector 〈B〉 and the nor-254

mal is θB = 93o, that is, the magnetic field is almost tangential and lies mostly in the255

(ê1, ê2) plane. The hodograms in Fig. 2 show the magnetic field projection on the planes256

(ê1, ê2) and (ê1, ê3) in the interval where MVA was applied (between 18:13:37 and 18:14:06257

UTC). The hodogram to the right (depicting the projection ê1, ê3) has an elongated shape,258

consistent with a good eigenvalue ratio and the plane containing the normal being well259

defined.260

In order to obtain the MPB thickness, we calculated the angle θv between the av-261

erage spacecraft velocity 〈vsc〉 in the MPB and the normal; the calculation yielded θv =262

117o. This means that MAVEN motion was almost parallel to the MPB.263

Once we have the normal we can estimate the thickness of the MPB h assuming264

that the boundary is one dimensional and static. We then approximate h = |(rin−rout)·265

n̂|, where rin is the position of the spacecraft when entering the MPB and rout is the po-266

sition when leaving; being that it is not uniquely defined, we actually approximate a min-267

imum thickness corresponding to the interval between t2−t3 and a maximum thickness268

in the interval t1−t4. In this way, we obtained h23 = 82 km and h14 = 174 km. These269

values are comparable to both the magnetosheath solar wind proton inertial length (λ =270

c/ωpi = 97.9 km) and the magnetosheath convective proton gyroradius (rg = mv⊥
|q|B =271

68.4km). The solar wind proton inertial length was calculated from SWIA data, as ωpi272

is the proton plasma frequency obtained using the mean proton density in the upstream273

region (shown shaded in Fig. 2). On the other hand, for obtaining the magnetosheath274
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Figure 2. Magnetic field components in MVA coordinates and amplitude (up). The upstream

and downstream intervals from the MPB and interval where MVA was applied are shaded. Mag-

netic hodograms (N=922, λ2/λ3 = 9.8) depicting the magnetic field projection on the planes (ê1,

ê2) and (ê1, ê3) in the interval where MVA was applied (down). The start point is marked with a

circle and the end point with a cross.

242

243

244

245

246

convective proton gyroradius we considered B as the average magnetic field and v⊥ as275

the velocity perpendicular to B in the upstream region.276

For the other MPB normal estimate, fitting the mean MPB position with an el-277

lipsoid given by equation 4, we used the parameters x0 = 0.78RM and ε = 0.9 given278

by Vignes et al. (2000). Requiring that the ellipsoid contains the point through which279

the spacecraft passes at t = 18:13:49, the semi-latus rectum is L = 0.87RM . We chose280

this point as it corresponds to half the interval which delimits the current sheet.281

The normal thus obtained is n̂fit = (0.856, -0.066, 0.512), a value that differs by282

21o from that of the normal obtained by applying MVA and by 31o from the x̂ axis. The283

mean value of the magnetic field along this normal is 〈B3〉 = −1.72 nT, which when284

comparing it to B0 yields 〈B3〉/B0 = 0.05. The angle θB between the mean magnetic285

field vector and this normal is θB = 92.8o. We observe again that the magnetic field is286

almost tangential to the boundary.287
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We obtained θv = 101o, which is consistent with the idea that the motion of the288

spacecraft is almost parallel to the surface of the MPB.289

In the same way as before, we estimated the MPB thickness h in the intervals t2−290

t3 and t1−t4. In this case, the obtained values are smaller, which is to be expected given291

that the angle θv is smaller, yielding h23 = 34 km and h14 = 71 km.292

In general, we consider the results derived from MVA to be more representative of293

reality, since this method is based on the local properties of the magnetic field at the time294

of the crossing. Nonetheless, results show a good agreement between the local (MVA)295

and the macroscopic (fit) normals and in both cases we observe that the normal points296

mostly along +x̂, which is consistent with a SZA close to 25o.297

In table 1 are displayed the thickness of the MPB obtained from MVA, the solar298

wind convective proton inertial length and the convective Larmor radius for six subso-299

lar MPB crossings (SZA < 30o). In all cases the normal is well defined (λ2/λ3 > 9) and300

points mainly along the x̂ axis. A case for the MPB thickness being of the order of the301

ion inertial length as well as the Larmor radius could be made for all crossings.302

Table 1. In the successive columns, the following data of the six MPB crossings are displayed:

date, time, minimum and maximum MPB thickness, ion inertial length, Larmor radius, volume

current density, Lorentz force per unit volume, work done by the Lorentz force per volume unit,

kinetic energy of solar wind ions upstream from the MPB.

303

304

305

306

Date t2+t3
2 h23 h14 c/ωpi rg |jv| |F| W Ek

(UTC) (km) (km) (km) (km) (nA/m2) (N/m3) (J/m3) (J/m3)

2015-Oct-10 12:41:58 39 97 159 203 403 4.37×10−14 1.7 ×10−9 7.1 ×10−12 ∗

2015-Oct-12 19:19:09 19 73 133 62 255 3.38×10−14 6.4 ×10−10 9.6 ×10−12

2016-Mar-16 18:14:40 82 174 98 68 282 1.20×10−14 9.8 ×10−10 1.1 ×10−11

2016-Mar-31 13:04:25 39 122 101 76 401 1.34×10−14 5.2 ×10−10 4.4 ×10−11

2016-Apr-05 05:16:22 44 175 130 168 363 0.92×10−14 4.0 ×10−10 2.7 ×10−12

2017-Nov-24 12:15:06 115 447 120 46 92 0.24×10−14 2.8 ×10−10 8.9 ×10−12

3.1 Current Density and the Lorentz Force at the MPB307

We estimated the current density along the boundary from Ampère’s Law in a dis-308

continuity, assuming that the MPB is a planar surface of negligible thickness. If n̂ is the309

surface normal and Bu, Bd are the magnetic field measurements upstream -in the magnetosheath-310

and downstream -in the MPR- respectively, the surface current density js will be given311

by312

js =
1

µ0
n̂× (Bu −Bd) (5)

We calculated Bu by taking the average value of B between 18:12:06 and 18:13:00313

UTC and Bd between 18:14:51 and 18:15:45 UTC; these intervals are shaded in Fig. 2.314

The values thus obtained were Bu = (4.58, 19.24,−6.2) nT and Bd = (18.64, 31.9,−28.59) nT.315

The intervals were selected because they were outside the MPB but without large vari-316

∗ This value was obtained using SWICS data as there is no SWICA data available for the selected

crossing.
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ations in the magnetic field, in order to be representative of what happens at the bound-317

ary.318

The surface current density obtained based on the MVA normal yields jMVA
s =319

(−2.859,−19.188,−12.640) mA/m and its magnitude |jMVA
s | = 23.2 mA/m. Whereas,320

when the fit normal is used, jfit
s = (3.976,−20.983,−9.365) mA/m, |jfit

s | = 23.3 mA/m.321

Under the previous approximations one can think of js being constant throughout322

the MPB. In that case, a volume current density can simply be estimated as js/h = jv;323

we considered for this the minimum thickness h23 yielded by both the MVA and the fit.324

Using the MVA normal we obtained jMVA
v = (−35,−233,−154) nA/m

2
and its mag-325

nitude |jMVA
v | = 282 nA/m

2
. On the other hand, using the fit normal we obtained jfitv =326

(48,−255,−113) nA/m
2

with modulus |jfitv | = 284 nA/m
2
.327

The values of js and jv obtained with both methods are consistent not only between328

them but with the values we obtained for different MPB crossings (shown in table 1) and329

those given by Bertucci et al. (2005) for an MPB crossing with SZA = 63o from MGS330

data where they obtained |js| = 6.5 mA/m, |jv| = 81 nA/m
2
.331

Next, we calculate the Lorentz force per unit volume as F = jv×B. From jMVA
v332

we obtained the force FMVA = (10.0,−3.3, 2.3)×10−15 N/m
3

and from jfit
v the force333

Ffit = (9.4,−0.7, 5.6)× 10−15 N/m
3
.334

The work done by the Lorentz force along the MPB normal is W = FLh23 = 9.8×335

10−10 J/m3. This value is greater than the average kinetic energy of the solar wind pro-336

tons in the magnetosheath upstream from the MPB (shaded in Fig. 2), Ek = 1
2mpv

2
nn =337

1.1× 10−11 J/m3, by almost two orders of magnitude; vn is the mean proton velocity338

in the direction of the MPB normal. Calculating the average kinetic energy of the so-339

lar wind protons before the shock (between 17:50 and 17:55 UTC), we find that it is Ek =340

4× 10−10 J/m3, roughly half the work done by the Lorentz force.341

The Lorentz force is associated with the Hall term EH = 1
en j × B in the gener-342

alized Ohm’s Law (eq. 2). The force (and therefore, the Hall electric field) points mainly343

along the +x̂ axis, opposing the movement of the solar wind ions, which travel in −x̂,344

and accelerating the planetary ions. The Hall electric field calculated from the values345

obtained through the MVA is EMVA
H = (26.37,−8.44, 6.85) mV/m while the field cal-346

culated from the values obtained from the fit is Efit
H = (24.42,−1.85, 14.52) mV/m.347

4 Discussion and Conclusions348

In this work we report on the microscopic properties of the Lorentz force associ-349

ated with the current layer detected at the Martian MPB in the subsolar region from350

high-resolution data. The current is detected from the change in the tangential compo-351

nent of the magnetic field at the MPB. The intensities of the surface current density for352

the six analysed crossings range from 10.7 to 39.2 mA/m. This represents a factor two353

increase with respect to the values derived from MGS data by Bertucci et al. (2005) closer354

to the terminator (6.5 mA/m at SZA = 63o). Although the sample is too small to de-355

duce any general trend with SZA, the higher js values in the subsolar sector would be356

consistent with a stronger pileup (Dubinin et al., 2011) and/or a narrower MPB around357

the subsolar sector. The volume current density ranges from 92 nA/m2 to 400 nA/m2,358

up to 20 times greater than the values obtained by Ramstad et al. (2020). Nonetheless,359

this discrepancy is to be expected as our study is centered on the fine structure of the360

MPB whereas theirs does not resolve structures smaller than 339 km. It too must be noted361

that as our selection consisted in crossings with a sharp increase in the magnetic field362

it may be biased towards greater values of j.363
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A recent study by Haaland et al. (2020) shows a decrease in the Earth magnetopause364

current density with increasing SZA such that the current is two times stronger in the365

subsolar point than in the terminator.366

Another key point is the thickness of the MPB. We find a strong variability in our367

estimates (from 18 km to 450 km) which is likely a result of the MPB moving with re-368

spect to the planet at speeds comparable to the spacecraft velocity during the crossing369

(Bertucci et al., 2005). Unfortunately this effect cannot be corrected due to the nature370

of single spacecraft observations. Nevertheless, most cases display thicknesses that are371

loosely compatible with both the magnetosheath solar wind proton inertial length and372

with their gyro-radius (see Table 1). If the MPB thickness is somehow determined by373

c/ωpi, a two-fluid MHD description should be able to theoretically capture this feature.374

On the other hand, if the thickness is determined by the Larmor radius, kinetic effects375

would need to be considered. The fact that these two length scales are not too dissim-376

ilar, makes it more difficult to discriminate between these two scenarios. A similar dis-377

cussion takes place with the Earth magnetopause, as reported by Haaland et al. (2020)378

using MMS data for a large number of crossings.379

The magnetic pressure term in the Lorentz force is roughly inversely proportional380

to the MPB thickness while the magnetic tension is inversely proportional to the cur-381

vature radius of the magnetic field lines. As the MPB thickness is of the order of the hun-382

dred kilometers, while the typical radius of curvature of the draped magnetic field in the383

subsolar region is roughly 4000 km (Vignes et al., 2000), the first term will be at least384

one order of magnitude greater than the second. In the induced magnetotail, however,385

the magnetic tension dominates (Dubinin et al., 1993).386

In the six subsolar passes, the Lorentz force points in a direction not far from x̂ (i.e.387

sunward) and its strength varies between 2.4×10−15 N/m3 and 4.37×10−14 N/m3. These388

values are one or two orders of magnitude stronger than the magnetic pressure gradi-389

ents obtained by Halekas et al. (2017). However, they report that their Lorentz force es-390

timations might be underestimated as their values were averaged over large spatial in-391

tervals. The work of the Lorentz force per unit volume is of the same order as the up-392

stream mean kinetic density per unit volume in the solar wind while being at least an393

order higher than the mean kinetic density per unit volume upstream from the MPB.394

This strongly suggests that these ions can indeed be stopped by magnetic forces at the395

MPB in the subsolar sector.396

A net force in the sunward direction contributes to the deceleration of the solar wind397

ions near the MPB while pushing the solar wind electrons inwards into the MPR. This398

would favor a decoupling between the solar wind protons and electrons (due to the Hall399

effect) as they struggle to enter the induced magnetosphere, while the solar wind elec-400

trons push the IMF through the MPB thus contributing to the magnetic barrier buildup401

(Dubinin et al., 2011). In such a scenario the IMF would be frozen in to the electron plasma,402

not the ion plasma; quantifying this from direct measurements is a a major challenge even403

for multi-satelites missions such as MMS (Lundin et al., 2005). In the meantime, quasi-404

neutrality across the MPB would be ensured by planetary ions which would be accel-405

erated upwards by the sunward force. Some of these planetary ions would be able even406

to get out of the MPR although once in the magnetosheath they could be reaccelerated407

either by the electron pressure gradient (back into the MPR) or by the convective elec-408

tric field into the plume (Dong et al., 2015).409

In summary, our results are consistent with a thickness for the martian MPB of410

the order of an ion inertial length. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the411

MPB thickness is determined by the convective Larmor radius of solar wind protons, since:412

(1) these two length scales are not too dissimilar and, (2) we are bound by the limita-413

tions of single spacecraft observations.414
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